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This artist’s impression is the first look at the planned advanced
engineering centre at the University of Brighton in the UK. The centre,
backed with £5m from the Higher Education Funding Council for
England and due to open late in 2016, will provide facilities for
mechanical, automotive and aerospace engineering to educate the next
generation of professional engineers.
Work is due to start on the centre in June 2015 and it will incorporate
the university’s centre for excellence in internal combustion research,
which earlier received £7m government backing. This is being established
in partnership with technical and environmental consultancy Ricardo.
Joint collaborative projects include the search for the near-zero emissions
internal combustion engine.
“These facilities will provide a unique opportunity for our
undergraduate and postgraduate students to study alongside our
researchers and engineers from Ricardo and undertake industrially
relevant projects at the forefront of engineering within the research
facilities,” said Andrew Lloyd, dean of the university’s College of Life.

Engineering centre to rock Brighton

Jeff Loeliger, principal
staff engineer at Freescale
Semiconductor, is the
first confirmed speaker
for the inaugural Vehicle
Electronics conference
due to be held at the NEC
in Birmingham from 21
to 22 April 2015.
His talk will discuss the

challenges for the auto-
motive industry of ever
decreasing geometries
from silicon vendors.
“The potential of

greater speed and higher
density must be balanced
against power and cost,”
said Loeliger. “Moore’s
Law continues to drive
the steady increase in
transistor density. How-
ever, the decreasing
geometries are no longer
bringing cost savings in
automotive devices.”
As such, he said, new,

smaller geometries would
only be used in devices
requiring higher perform-
ance or larger memories.
In the future, technology
and applications will dic-
tate which geometry
manufactures should use.
In general, the lowest cost
devices for the more com-
plex automotive applica-
tions will be between 90
and 28nm.
The conference will be

part of National Electron-
ics Week along with Em-
bedded Masterclass, with

Freescale to speak at inaugural
Vehicle Electronics conference

each of the days compris-
ing a half day for Master-
class and a half day for
Vehicle Electronics.
“It is pleasure to have a

representative from Free-
scale as our first con-

firmed speaker,” said
conference organiser
Jayne Foster. “I have al-
ready seen some of the
other papers and it look
like it is going to be a re-
ally informative event.”

There are still sponsor-
ship and exhibiting op-
portunities available for
the event and details of
these can be obtained by
emailing jayne@event-
workseurope.com.

BMW’s smart watch for valet parking

As connected car technol-
ogy prepares to take the
world by storm at this
month’s Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Las
Vegas, UK motoring or-
ganisation the Automo-
bileAssociation (AA) has
brought the industry back
to earth with a warning
about the dangers of link-
ing cars to the internet.
In an interview with

British newspaper The
Times, AA president Ed-
mund King said: “You’re
getting cars that are con-
nected to the internet 24
hours a day. If cybercrim-
inals targeted automo-
biles like they’re

targeting other things
we’d be in for a hard and
fast ride.”
Despite this, there are

looking like being more
connected car demonstra-
tions at CES than video
games, and leading the
way is BMW with its
much publicised smart
watch, which will acti-
vate a fully-automated re-
mote valet parking
assistant that will steer a
vehicle independently
through the levels of a
multi-storey car park to
find a space while the
driver has already got out
of the car and is on his or
her way.

AA issues warning as
connected cars hit Vegas

Many of the other
major car makers will be
at the show including
Audi, Fiat-Chrysler, Ford,
General Motors, Hyun-
dai, Mazda, Toyota and
Volkswagen. Tier ones
will also be present.
Denso, for example, will
be demonstrating vehicle-
to-vehicle and vehicle-to-
infrastructure on two
cars.
Bosch will be showing

its connectivity control
unit, a small box that
comprises a GMS module
for communications and
connects to an in-car net-
work. It will also have
theft-warning and e-call
demonstrations.
“It’s all about the op-

portunity to connect
everyday items like cars,
home security systems
and kitchen appliances to
networked devices like
PCs and smartphones for
greater control and man-
agement of our everyday
lives,” said Karen Cupka,
the show’s senior VP.
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Drivers will be able to
follow a ghost car to their
destination if research by
Jaguar Land Rover bears
fruit. Because the most
intuitive and efficient
way to navigate to a loca-
tion is to follow someone
who knows the best route,
researchers are develop-
ing a ghost car system
that projects an image of
a vehicle in front of the
driver’s car for them to
follow, turn by turn, to
their destination.
“Driving on city streets

can be stressful, but
imagine being able to
drive across town without
having to look at road
signs, or be distracted try-
ing to locate a parking
space as you drive by,”
said Wolfgang Epple, di-
rector of research and
technology at Jaguar. “We
want to present all this in-

formation on a heads-up
display in the driver’s
eye-line, so the driver
doesn’t have to take their
eyes off the road ahead.”
The project is also de-

veloping a way to offer
drivers a 360˚ view out of
the vehicle, uninterrupted
by the pillars that support
the roof. A screen would
be embedded in the sur-
face of each pillar inside
the car and would take a
live video feed from cam-
eras covering the angles
outside the car usually
obscured in the blind
spots created by the A, B
and C pillars.
Pedestrians, cyclists

and other vehicles would
be visible all around the
car – and by combining
the transparent pillars
with a heads-up display,
the movement of other
road users could be high-

lighted to the driver with
an on-screen halo moving
across the car’s virtual
windscreen.
When drivers indicate

to change direction, when
they move their head to
look over their shoulder
during an overtake ma-
noeuvre, or as the vehicle
approaches a junction, the
system would automati-
cally make the left or
right-hand side pillars
transparent.
“Our ultimate aim is to

reduce road accidents and
enhance the urban driving
experience,” said Epple.
“The Jaguar Land Rover
research team is develop-
ing this technology to im-
prove visibility and to
give the driver the right
information at the right
time. If we can keep the
driver’s eyes on the road
ahead and present infor-

mation in a non-distract-
ing way, we can help
drivers make better deci-
sions in the most demand-
ing and congested driving
environments.”
The full potential would

be delivered by connect-
ing the virtual windscreen
to the cloud. By connect-
ing the car to roadside
infrastructure and busi-
nesses in the urban land-
scape, it could present
information from petrol
station prices to the num-
ber of parking spaces
available, so drivers
won’t have to look for
this themselves.
The connected car

could also enhance navi-
gation by advising the
driver to turn left or right
at more visible land-
marks, such as pubs or
shops, rather than road
signs or street names.

Ghost car will lead drivers to destination
The ghost car will be appear in front of the car for the driver to follow

Infineon Technologies
has extended its manufac-
turing partnership with
Taiwanese foundry UMC
to include power semi-
conductors for automo-
tive applications. Prior to
this, the foundry had been
producing Infineon’s
logic chips for more than
15 years.
The latest agreement

will see the transfer of In-
fineon’s automotive-qual-
ified SPT9 smart power
technology to UMC,

which will extend pro-
duction to 300mm
wafers. Production is due
to start in early 2018.
“Automotive applica-

tions are a key priority for
our technology, capacity
and customers, and we
are pleased to extend our
collaboration with Infi-
neon into state-of-the-art
power semiconductors
for automotive applica-
tions,” said Po-Wen Yen,
CEO of UMC. “UMC is
capable of meeting the

highest-rated grade zero
automotive industry qual-
ity standards.We are fully
committed to the strin-
gent quality requirements
of the automotive indus-
try to meet the market
requirements for automo-
tive IC suppliers such as
Infineon.”
SPT9 is a proprietary

130nm process that com-
bines microcontroller in-
telligence and power
technology on one die.
“We trust in UMC to

master the demanding au-
tomotive obligations of
Infineon as an innovative
and reliable source pro-
viding long-term and sta-
ble supply,” says Jochen
Hanebeck, president of
Infineon’s automotive di-
vision. “We are a technol-
ogy leader in automotive
power applications with
strong system expertise.
With SPT9, Infineon en-
ables power semiconduc-
tors of an unmatched
level of integration.”

Infineon and UMC extend
manufacturing agreement

Specialist contract elec-
tronics manufacturer
AWS is investing in
equipment and a produc-
tion hall as it tries to
achieve full accreditation
to ISO/TS 16949 follow-
ing orders in the Euro-
pean automotive sector
from a large global tier-
one company.
The technical specifica-

tion sets out the quality
system requirements for
the design, development,
production, installation
and servicing of automo-
tive related products.
The processes and

equipment is being set up
andAWS is initially oper-
ating under a letter of
conformity with stage au-

dits during 2015 as per
the normal process steps
to full accreditation.
“With the investment

we have made in the UK
and at our facility in Slo-
vakia we are well-placed
to support the automotive
market,” said AWS CEO
Paul Deehan. “Slovakia,
Germany and central Eu-
rope in general are key
manufacturing locations
for automobiles, and our
plant in Namestovo, Slo-
vakia, is within easy
reach of at least three
major car makers and a
significant number of tier
one and two suppliers.”
Deehan and some of his

directors and senior man-
agers within AWS have

worked at executive lev-
els in automotive OEMs
and tier-ones in their past
careers so they know the
expectations and de-
mands of the industry.
“We are seeing a lot of

reshoring work – contract
work coming back to Eu-
rope from south-east
Asia,” he said. “Our Slo-
vakia investment means
we can be cost competi-
tive and, by gaining ac-
creditations such as TS
16949, we are demon-
strating a real commit-
ment to this sector. The
accreditation also sends
out a message that we are
confident we understand
the needs of car makers
and their suppliers.”

AWS starts journey to TS 16949
Tomtom has extended its
navigation service to
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia,
Thailand and the UAE.
This brings up to 41 the

number of countries in
which it provides traffic
information for high-
ways, major roads and
secondary roads. The
service includes conges-
tion forecasting, which
indicates whether a jam is
growing or dispersing and
estimates how long a
delay will last.
“We are excited to an-

nounce the launch of
Tomtom Traffic in four
key emerging markets,
where we know traffic
congestion is an issue,”
said Ralf-Peter Schäfer,
head of traffic at Tomtom.

Tomtom growth
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The organisers of the an-
nual UK Device Devel-
opers’ Conference have
announced that the 2015
event will run at Reading,
Cambridge, Manchester
and Uphall in Scotland on
the 12th and 14th May
and the 2nd and 4th June,
respectively.
As before, this event is

to be run in four loca-
tions, over four days, to
make it more accessible
for senior developers and
technical managers.
“This is a conference

for those who develop
electronic systems and in-
telligent devices,” said
Richard Blackburn, con-
ference manager. “These
engineers and software
developers are very often
working under pressure
and to strict deadlines. In
respect of this, we are try-
ing once again to take the
event to them, by offering
a choice of locations and
a choice of dates on
which to attend. This ap-
proach has helped the
conference grow, with
numbers up 20% for our
last conference.”
Consisting of a tools

and technology vendor
exhibition, two streams of
hardware and software
technical presentations
and a series of half-day
technical workshops, the
conference has become

Device Developers’ Conference
announces 2015 dates

respected for its high
level of technical content;
providing developers
with an opportunity to
learn about new technolo-
gies and industry trends.
“This conference is

very much about the shar-
ing of ideas, break-
throughs and real-world
experiences,” said Black-
burn. “Our intention is
that delegates walk away
from each event feeling
that it has not only been a
productive use of their
time but also that they
feel inspired and excited
to explore some of the
new tools and technolo-
gies discussed at the con-
ference.”
Admittance is free for

developers and technical

managers, and includes
lunch and refreshments.
The sponsors for the 2015
event include German
debug tool company
Lauterbach, UK display
specialists Intelligent Em-
bedded Solutions, US rtos
company Lynx, and UK
single board computer
manufacturer Blue Chip
Technology. Over 40 in-
dustry vendors are ex-
pected to participate in
the event and the organis-
ers are expecting more
than 350 senior engineers
and project managers to
attend, some of which
will be from overseas.
“The conference has

been growing year on
year,” said Blackburn.
“Word has been spread-

Delegates at last year’s
Device Developers’
Conference in
Cambridge

ing that the Device De-
velopers’ Conference is a
truly worthwhile event,
and delegates are also re-
turning with colleagues.
We work hard to make it
a relaxed and enjoyable
experience; I think this is
also appreciated by all
those that are there on the
day.”

Driving simulator soft-
ware developed for For-
mula One could help
vehicle makers test adas
technologies more accu-
rately, according to devel-
oper RFPro.
The company believes

many challenges faced by
adas developers can be
reduced by validating the
control system response
more comprehensively
with a driver-in-the-loop
(DIL) prior to installation
on the vehicle.
The upsurge of interest

in autonomous and adas
systems has brought a
corresponding increase in
the demand for testing to
confirm their behaviour
and validate their re-
sponse to unpredictable
conditions encountered
on public roads. The fac-
tors limiting virtual test-
ing in conventional
simulation environments
have been relatively low
graphics quality and poor
latency, resulting in a sys-
tem too slow to use in an
emergency manoeuvre.
“Autonomous systems

must make split-second
decisions, just like the
drivers they protect, so
they can only be tested ef-
fectively with graphics
software that refreshes
quickly enough,” said
RFPro’s technical direc-

tor Chris Hoyle. “Our
system delivers the
graphics up to 100ms
faster than typical 3D en-
gineering graphics, which
is equivalent to a car
length travelled at high-
way speeds; this can
make the difference be-
tween reacting before or
after an impact.”
While most OEMs and

tier-one suppliers have
successfully adopted a
model-based engineering
process for the develop-
ment of adas control sys-
tems, conventional
graphical simulation en-
vironments cannot re-
spond fast enough to cope
with the highly dynamic
manoeuvres experienced
when testing safety sys-
tems. RFPro’s product
was developed from the
ground up to deliver driv-
ing simulation for vehicle
dynamics applications
and allows OEMs to re-
introduce professional
human test drivers into
the model based develop-
ment process.
“In an ironic twist, the

same software developed
to make DIL simulators
effective in allowing a
human driver to interact
with a virtual car, is now
helping to develop adas
technologies that take the
driver out of the loop in

Formula One simulator software
could provide boost for adas

an emergency,” said
Hoyle. “The benefits are
very similar: the human-
machine interface can be
explored repeatedly under
controlled conditions, in-
cluding any changes re-
quired, in complete
safety.”
Apart from the im-

proved speed of response,
RFPro’s software pro-
vides higher quality
graphics: essential when
testing an autonomous
system’s ability to distin-
guish between features
with a similar appear-
ance. Real-world lighting
conditions create com-
plex shadows that can
confuse adas camera sys-
tems, as Hoyle explained.
“Winter sunlight, low in

the sky, can generate
shadows from roadside
objects such as crash bar-
rier uprights, which the
system then confuses
with lane markings,” he

said. “This type of situa-
tion can be investigated
and corrected by testing
with our simulation soft-
ware.”
He said products from

Prescan and IPG let the
graphics be fed straight to
the control systems being
tested, improving the
quality of information
compared with pointing a
camera at a computer
generated display.
Another key aspect of

adas development is in-
teraction with the driver
of the vehicle who may
panic or behave unpre-
dictably during an emer-
gency, instinctively
grabbing the steering
wheel or fighting the sys-
tem. Evaluating this type
of interaction with a sim-
ulator also requires high
graphics quality to pro-
vide convincing realism
and low latency to give
lag-free feedback.
“Testing autonomous

systems without a DIL
will inevitably lead to in-
accurate results,” said
Hoyle. “A computer will
respond to an emergency
situation consistently lin-
early, a human does the
opposite. So it is essential
to test these systems with
a driver’s response in a
safe environment before
testing on public roads.”

Chris Hoyle

Visteon and Rightware, a
user interface (UI) design
and benchmarking firm,
have extended their col-
laboration to a strategic
partnership to deliver UI
and graphics products for
the automotive industry.
They aim to provide car

makers with HMI prod-
ucts using high-definition
3D rendering technolo-
gies that can deliver
photo-realistic graphics
inside vehicles.
“The partnership with

Rightware supports Vis-

teon's goal of gaining a
strategic advantage in
user interface and graph-
ics technology,” said Vis-
teon's Christian Feltgen,
vice president of technol-
ogy and electronics.
The partners recently

launched the first recon-
figurable cluster pro-
gramme incorporating the
Kanzi UI with a North
American vehicle manu-
facturer, and further pro-
grammes are under
development for Euro-
pean manufacturers.

“Visteon and Rightware
share a common vision
for the future of the auto-
motive market, HMI de-
velopment and the
positive impact this can
have on consumers' life
onboard the vehicle,” said
Jonas Geust, CEO of
Rightware.
The Kanzi UI lets de-

signers and engineers cre-
ate user interfaces for
automotive applications.
It also provides high-def-
inition, real-time 2D and
3D rendering.

Visteon and Rightware partner on interfaces
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Four UK cities are to re-
ceive £10m of govern-
ment funding to run trials
of driverless cars. The
programme will start this
month and run for be-
tween 18 and 36 months.
There will be three tri-

als, one each in Green-
wich in south-east
London and Bristol, and a
joint trial in Coventry and
Milton Keynes.
A Transport Research

Laboratory (TRL)-led
consortium has won part
of the funding to pilot the
vehicles in Greenwich
through the Gateway
project. Road safety char-
ity Brake’s deputy chief

executive Julie Townsend
is to serve on the TRL
advisory group.
“The vast majority of

road crashes are caused
by driver error,” she said.
“It follows that the devel-
opment of this technology
could play a major part in
tackling the five deaths
and 61 serious injuries
that occur daily on UK
roads, every one of which
inflicts appalling suffer-
ing.”
She said the trials could

lead to “a seismic shift in
how we use roads”, help-
ing to bring about far
safer and greener streets
and communities.

UK government funds three
driverless vehicle trials

“By serving on the
TRL-led advisory group
I’ll be ensuring that road
safety and sustainable
travel are kept at the fore-
front of the trial,“ she
said.
Nick Jones, lead tech-

nologist for the low car-
bon vehicle innovation
platform at Innovate UK,
added: “Cars that drive
themselves would repre-
sent the most significant
transformation in road
travel since the introduc-
tion of the internal com-
bustion engine and at
Innovate UK, we want to
help the UK to lead the
world in making that
happen.
“There are so many

new and exciting tech-
nologies that can come
together to make driver-
less cars a reality, but it’s
vital that trials are carried
out safely, that the public
have confidence in that
technology and we learn
everything we can
through the trials so that
legal, regulation and pro-
tection issues don’t get in
the way in the future.”
The Venturer consor-

tium will carry out the
Bristol trials and its mem-
bers includeAtkins, Bris-
tol City Council, South
Gloucestershire Council,
Axa, Fusion Processing,

Centre for Transport &
Society, University of the
West of England, Univer-
sity of Bristol and Bristol
Robotics Laboratory.
WilliamsAdvanced Engi-
neering will be bringing
its simulator and artificial
intelligence technology to
the project.

“In Formula One we
are used to using a state
of the art simulator to im-
plement new develop-
ments in a safe and
repeatable environment,”
said Craig Wilson, man-
aging director of
WilliamsAdvanced Engi-
neering. “We have taken
this learning beyond the
race track and this project
will build on our previous
work in developing simu-
lators for road safety ap-
plications.”
Tim Armitage, project

director of the UK Auto-
drive scheme in Coventry
and Milton Keynes, said:
“As well as developing
and testing the in-car, car-
to-car and car-to-
infrastructure tech-
nologies that will be re-
quired to drive cars au-
tonomously on our roads
in the future, the project
will also place great em-
phasis on the role and
perceptions of drivers,
pedestrians and other
road users.”

Swiss firm U-Blox is pro-
viding global positioning
technology to Australia-
based Cohda Wireless’
vehicle-to-vehicle and ve-
hicle-to-infrastructure
equipment.
Cohda’s DSRC (dedi-

cated short-range com-
munications) based V2X
system uses satellite posi-
tioning with embedded
dead reckoning technol-
ogy provided by U-Blox.
The system enables, for
example, early warning
of an imminent collision,
oncoming traffic, pres-
ence of road workers and

unsafe speed based on ve-
hicles in the vicinity.
“We are excited to be

working with Cohda, the
recognised leader in C-
ITS (cooperative intelli-
gent transport systems),”
said Michael Ammann,
VP for platform partner-
ships at U-Blox.
“Cohda’s V2X DSRC
based solutions make full
use of U-Blox’s advanced
automotive-grade posi-
tioning technology to en-
hance driver safety
through ample warning
time and excellent non-
line-of-sight perform-

ance. Such technology
will soon be a standard
feature embedded in all
vehicles.”
The MK5 (mark five)

version was recently
demonstrated at the 2014
ITS World Congress in
Detroit.
“Our V2X vehicle

warning systems are de-
pendent on highly accu-
rate position and velocity
data to deliver the per-
formance that is crucial to
meet the safety demands
of next generation cars,”
said Fabien Cure, chief
engineer at Cohda Wire-

less. “U-Blox’s satellite
positioning solutions,
leading automotive dead
reckoning technology,
module roadmap and
clear strategy to deliver
lane accurate perform-
ance in challenging urban
environments was con-
vincing. The M8 GNSS
technology is the right
choice for MK5 and the
future Cohda develop-
ment platform.”
The MK5 is suitable for

first-mount automotive
electronics, aftermarket
products and roadside in-
frastructure.

Telematics and data
provider Trakm8 has
been awarded a hardware
order from its customer
Saint-Gobain to upgrade
the entire installed UK
fleet of vehicles to the
Trakm8 Econ fuel saving
fleet management system.
The contract will total

£1m in hardware and
service revenues over two
years, with the fleet ex-
pected to be fully up-
graded by March 2015.
Saint-Gobain designs,
manufactures and distrib-
utes building materials
aimed at energy effi-
ciency and environmental
protection.

“This significant order
from Saint-Gobain is tes-
tament to the quality of
Trakm8 and the good
working relationships we
have built over many
years with a highly val-
ued customer,” said John
Watkins, executive chair-
man of Trakm8. “Trakm8
invests a significant
amount of its revenue into
developing future prod-
ucts to facilitate these
good working relation-
ships and we look
forwards to working
closely with Saint-Gobain
over the next few years
to see them benefit
from the Econ driver be-

haviour device.”
Trakm8 has supplied

the Swift fleet manage-
ment systems to Saint-
Gobain since 2009. The
upgrade to the Econ
driver behaviour device
requires some existing in-
stalled fleet hardware to
be replaced along with
the addition of a real-time
in-cab display. Saint-
Gobain is working with
Trakm8’s applications en-
gineers to change driver
behaviour to reduce the
amount of fuel used and
improve the accident risk.
In addition to the Econ

upgrade, vehicles with
digital tachographs will

be upgraded to transmit
the tachograph data via
the telematics devices.
“We have worked with

Trakm8 for many years
and are pleased to up-
grade our fleet to the lat-
est technology,” said Ian
Berril, director to trans-
port at Saint-Gobain. “We
anticipate a quick pay-
back on our investment.”
Trakm8, based in

Dorset, UK, distributes its
hardware and software
through a network of dis-
tributors worldwide. In
addition the group pro-
vides vehicle monitoring
and tracking services di-
rect to the B2B market.

Cohda Wireless and U-Blox
co-develop V2X system

Trakm8 to upgrade Saint-Gobain fleet telematics
Alliance forms committees
The Open Alliance sig,
established three years
ago to lobby for Ethernet-
based connectivity in au-
tomotive applications,
has set up technical com-
mittees focussed on refin-
ing xMII interfaces,
enabling Gigabit Ethernet
over plastic optical fibre,
defining tests for one-pair
Ethernet ECUs and spec-
ifying channel compo-
nents for gigabit copper
Ethernet.
The group also an-

nounced that membership
has nearly reached 250.
“As a result of the col-

lective efforts of the
Open Alliance, Ethernet-
based automotive con-
nectivity has gained sharp
momentum in just a few
short years,” said General
Motors’ Natalie Wienck-
owski, chair of the sig.
“By alligning our efforts
with those of the IEEE,
we expect this remarkable
momentum to continue as
we push the boundaries of
the connected car to giga-
bit and beyond.”
The alliance plans soon

to release a number of
specifications including
on phy interoperability.
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Ayear ago, ABI Research
predicted that the use of
Ethernet in new vehicles

would grow from just one per cent
in 2014 to around 40% by 2020
thanks to the publishing of the
100Mbit/s BroadR-Reach auto-
motive Ethernet standard in 2011.
If that is accurate then that spells
serious worry for the Most stan-
dard in its quest to become domi-
nant for infotainment applications.
Most has already had success in

being implemented by car makers
in all areas of the world and it has
responded to the perceived threat
of Ethernet with Most 150, which
brings with it a bandwidth of

ETHERNET VERSUS MOST
Steve Rogerson looks at the debate about which
networking technologies will be used for
future automotive infotainment systems

150Mbit/s and an embedded Eth-
ernet channel for carrying IP-
based packet data.
But Dominique Bonte, vice

president at ABI Research, said
when the report was launched last
year: “The emergence of drive-by-
wire, the explosion of in-vehicle
sensors for adas and automated
driving, and the adoption of con-
nected infotainment, pose new
challenges for in-vehicle network-
ing technologies in terms of cost,
bandwidth, cable harness weight
and complexity. Ethernet is now
being considered as a replacement
for legacy bus protocols such as
Most and Flexray by car OEMs
including BMW and Hyundai.”

Since then, in May 2014,
Hyundai announced that it would
be using Most 150 in its Genesis
model. And earlier last year Mer-
cedes-Benz put its weight behind
Most 150 for its S class vehicles.
“Most 150 has successfully ac-

complished series development
for the next Mercedes-Benz info-
tainment generation, with fully
qualified series production parts
available for all key components,”
said Peter Haeussermann, head of
telematics at Daimler. “Most 150
has recently been first imple-
mented in the brand-new genera-
tion of the S class. After that, the
technology will be rolled out onto
all other Mercedes-Benz car lines,
step by step.”
Henry Muyshondt, administrator

Networking race: The BMW X5
uses Ethernet and Most technologies
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for the Most standard, said: “Even
BMWwill be using Most for a
long time.”
He said this was despite the car

maker presenting at many of the
Ethernet symposiums and confer-
ences plugging Ethernet.
“They are enthusiastic about

Ethernet technology and want to
make their opinion known,” said
Muyshondt, who is also senior
marketing manager at Microchip
Technology. “They want to con-
vince others to see things their
way.”
One of the problems though he

believes is that when people talk
about Ethernet for automotive ap-
plications they are not always re-
ferring to the same thing.
“There is a lot of discussion on

automotive Ethernet,” he said.
“But people use Ethernet to mean
many different things. Some peo-
ple mean a specific frame format,
others don’t really mean Ethernet
but they mean IP communications
– that is what most people mean.”
Ethernet, he said, really refers to

the IEEE 802.3 standard that de-
fines the physical and data-link

layers used to connect computers.
It specifies the four twisted-pair
category-five wires and the elec-
tronics they connect to on a typi-
cal office or home computer,
along with a particular format for
a packet of information. It does
not refer to the higher communi-

Hyundai is using Most 150 in its Genesis model

Some of the cars already using Most technology

Henry Muyshondt: “People are
still looking at various network
technologies.”

cations protocols above the physi-
cal layer, such as the various inter-
net protocols and other
communications mechanisms
used in the IT communications
world.
It also does not refer to such

things as Wifi, Bluetooth or other
networking physical connections,
even when those connections use
packets of information similar to
those used in a proper Ethernet
system.
“There have not been many cars

with an Ethernet physical layer in
them,” he said. “BMW has a cam-
era system that uses this technol-
ogy. But people are still looking at
various network technologies and
you can’t say what will happen
after 2020. Most car companies
have different guys looking at dif-
ferent technologies.”
The Most standard, he said, sup-

ported Ethernet communications
and this was being used by car
makers such as Daimler and Audi;
the Audi A3 was the first car to
use Most 150 and the car maker
has been using earlier versions of
Most since 2002.
Some car companies have yet to

come down in favour of any net-
working technology. Ford is a
good example of this.
“Ford has not used a network on

its entertainment systems,” said
Muyshondt. “Everything is to-
gether in one big box. They
haven’t moved to networking
technology. They have been look-
ing at alternatives but I don’t
know of any decision as what they
will use. Chrysler is the same.”
In the Far East, the likes of Kia

and Toyota as well as Hyundai are
using Most. Nissan are consider-
ing all the technologies.
Muyshondt said though that one

Japanese car maker would soon be
making an announcement about
its use of Most.
“I don’t know of any that have

said they will not use Most,” he
said.
In Europe, most of the German

car makers are using Most on
some vehicles. In France, Renault
and Peugeot have not committed
to a standard. British car makers
Aston Martin and Jaguar Land
Rover are also among those using
Most. The proponents of Ethernet
say, as it is a technology used in
lots of different industries, that
will make it easier to use.
But Muyshondt said using it in

the physical layer could lead to a

lot of problems in cars.
“You can’t use the standard cat-

egory five Ethernet cable,” he
said. “Something special has to be
developed and it is a challenge es-
pecially at the higher speeds to
make it work. There will be many
solutions to this problem. The
standard will not be the same as
what everyone else is using and
that takes away the main argu-
ment for Ethernet.”
He said though that IP commu-

nications would be needed at the
higher level both for internal com-
munications and connecting cars
to the cloud.
“Here is does make sense that

we use that type of technology,”

he said, “and Most already sup-
ports that. But at the physical
layer there are still a lot of chal-
lenges for Ethernet.”
He said at the higher speeds

there was still a lot of discussion
about whether Ethernet would be
robust enough for automotive
applications.
“There is a lot of discussion

about one or the other,” he said.
“In reality, there will be both in
some vehicles such as the BMW
X5. They use Ethernet for the
camera and Most for other com-
munications. So it is not either-or
but both. Most already supports
all the things that Ethernet wants
to do.”
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Looping the
loop
Hardware-in-the-loop
simulation helped
Subaru with hybrid
vehicle testing
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Today, automobiles are
equipped with an enormous
number of ECUs to man-

age expanded functionality and
advanced controls in the vehicle.
In a hybrid vehicle, the motor
ECU plays an even more compli-
cated role as it manages the inter-
action between the conventional
engine and the electric motor,
along with its power systems.
Fuji Heavy Industries, parent

company of Subaru, set out to de-
velop its first hybrid vehicle – the
Subaru XV Crosstrek Hybrid. It
was a preliminary attempt to de-
liver a production model hybrid
vehicle targeting both domestic
Japanese and North American
markets. Engineers had developed
a motor ECU for an earlier hybrid
prototype, but the component did
not meet the rigorous require-
ments to take a vehicle to market.
For the production model vehi-

cle, the ECU needed various con-
trol functionalities to prevent
damage to the vehicle body and to
ensure driver and passenger safety

under various operating condi-
tions, even scenarios that would
be impossible or impractical to
test on physical hardware.
For example, under icy driving

conditions, a wheel can experi-
ence a sudden loss of traction.
During acceleration this can cause
a dramatic increase in motor
speed and needs to be handled
safely. However, this safety be-
haviour cannot be physically re-
produced on a dynamometer and
is time consuming and difficult to
reproduce on a test track.
Since complex control algo-

rithms for specific safety condi-
tions such as this need to be
developed and verified, the testing
had to account for outlying oper-
ating conditions to satisfy the
quality level required for a pro-
duction model vehicle.
The challenge was to use auto-

mated testing to develop a verifi-
cation system that satisfied the
control quality level required for
the motor ECU in the XV
Crosstrek Hybrid, and to create

strenuous test conditions that are
difficult to achieve using real
machines.
Engineers connected the ECU to

a real-time electric motor simula-
tion to test and verify various con-
ditions, including the extreme
outliers that may otherwise break
the system in traditional mechani-
cal testing. They developed a
mechanism to confirm this soft-
ware simulation approach suffi-
ciently with three primary goals
for successful testing:

• Verify ECU functionality in vari-
ous conditions, including extreme
environments not easily created or
replicated;
• Map test cases to requirements
to ensure complete test coverage;
and
• Perform regression tests with
ease to validate design iterations
quickly.

To achieve these goals, the engi-
neering team used a V-diagram
approach to launch the design and

Fig. 1. Development process (V diagram) for the motor ECU

Fig. 2: Verification environment using the HIL system

verification process, as shown in
Fig. 1. The diagram describes a
phased methodology for embed-
ded software design and deploy-
ment validation, including test
points at each stage. In multiple
steps of the design process, the
team needed the hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) system to verify the
motor ECU against a real-time
motor simulation that accurately
represented the actual vehicle
motor. Additionally, using the HIL
system, engineers could meet
traceability requirements by
recording test results automati-
cally and automating regression
tests when an ECU change was
made.

System success
The verification system built con-

sists of a real motor ECU and the
HIL system that simulates motor
operations, see Fig. 2. The HIL
system can represent any operat-
ing condition of the motor by set-
ting physical parameters such as
inductances or resistances. It can
also set parameters of the power
electronics, including fault condi-
tions or test scenarios such as
combinations of load torque and
desired rotating speed. By simply
changing a parameter in the mid-
dle of the test, the HIL system can
easily simulate complex test sce-
narios such as the previous loss of
traction example or even a power
electronics fault in the inverter
that would destroy physical hard-
ware. When the operator requests
a test pattern, the HIL system re-
sponds the way a real motor

would, and the overall system re-
sponse can then be cross-refer-
enced with expectations to
validate that the controller safely
handles the test case.
The core system hardware was

based on National Instruments’
Flexrio FPGAmodules, which are
PXI-based controllers with FPGA
chips. The modules executed a
model representing the simulated
operation of the motors, with all
deployed programmes using Lab-
view system design software.
The test scenario for sequential

execution of each test pattern was
created as an Excel spreadsheet.
The time for execution step was
set to 1ms and the team described
the test conditions, including
torque and rotating speed, chrono-
logically in the spreadsheet. Ac-
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Fig. 3: Schematic of the Subaru
XV Crosstrek hybrid

cording to these conditions, the
motor ECU operates and sends
out signals, such as a pulse-width
modulation signal, to the HIL sys-
tem. The HIL system receives
these signals then simulates opera-
tion of a real motor. More specifi-
cally, the computational process is
performed and the result is an out-
put at the same speed as the real
motor. The resulting signals repre-
senting the torque and the tri-
phase current are returned to the
motor ECU.
The verification process was au-

tomated using Labview to read
and execute the spreadsheets for
the test scenarios, with obtained
results written automatically to
the spreadsheet for the test report.
The team used Visual Basic for
applications in Excel for this
process.
In the HIL system, the simula-

tion loop rate, equivalent of the

temporal resolution in simulation,
was a critical factor. For the motor
ECU, the loop rate needed to be
1.2µs or less for the simulator to
work. Most simulation platforms
use CPUs for computation, result-
ing in a loop rate in the range of 5
to 50µs.
Flexrio used the FPGA for con-

trol and computational purposes
to meet the processing require-
ments, which also provided an ad-
vantage in terms of computational
processing performance. The abil-
ity to attain the required simula-
tion rate at 1.2µs was the decisive
factor for adopting the platform
for this system. Additionally, be-
cause Flexrio has a high-capacity,
built-in dynamic random access
memory, the JMag-RT model
from JSol’s JMag software tool
chain could be used. This made it
possible to represent the highly
non-linear characteristics closer to
the real motor.
Moreover, engineers could pro-

gramme the FPGA on the Flexrio
device graphically with the Lab-
view FPGAmodule, which made
it possible to develop a system

with FPGA technology in a short
time frame without using a text-
based language such as a hard-
ware description language.
All the test patterns developed

can be run automatically in 118
hours; performing all the tests
manually would take an estimated
2300 hours. Automated testing
also mitigates the risk and addi-
tional time associated with human
errors that can occur with manual
testing. The HIL system delivered
additional time savings that in-
cluded a significant reduction in
the number of setup procedures,
such as preparing a motor bench
and a test vehicle, and it removed
the need for test personnel to be
qualified to handle high-voltage
equipment.
For each test scenario, the team

prepared a spreadsheet reporting
test results in advance, saving
simulated torque and tri-phase
current values at 1ms time steps.
The values obtained from the HIL
test were sequentially written in
the spreadsheet and compared
with the corresponding expected
values to determine the test result.

Subaru XV Crosstrek Hybrid

Imagine driving a car with a
dedicated drone following and
filming your progress from

above. It’s an idea that proved a
winning innovation in Toyota’s
Silicon Valley App Design Com-
petition, earning the Eye in the
Sky team a US$10,000 prize.
“We were excited about the

unique opportunity to access this
car data on a closed course,” said
Eye in the Sky team member
Nathan Schuett. “To combine that
with a drone following the car
was too great an opportunity to
pass up.”
Toyota hosted the contest last

month to find the best new app for
its Can-Gateway ECU platform,
which uses data from vehicle sen-
sors. The winning concept was
created as part of the Onramp
2014 Challenge, a codefest that
brought together more than 20
teams of top-level developers

SKY HIGHSKY HIGH

Eye in the Sky drone wins Toyota innovation contest
from among Silicon Valley’s IT
start-up communities. The event
was in San Mateo, California.
Each team had 24 hours to de-

velop apps, using a fleet of six
Toyota Scion FR-S vehicles on a
driving course to gather data. The
event provided the first public ac-
cess to Toyota’s Vehicle Data
Visualiser, a vehicle-to-app con-
nectivity platform. This let partici-
pants receive real-time vehicle
data on mobile devices via Blue-
tooth, so they could interact with
the cars while they were being
driven on the course.
More than 20 apps were pro-

duced in three categories – safety,
fun and efficiency. Eye in the Sky
is a close-follow vehicle compan-
ion drone that is equipped with
video cameras to follow and film
the vehicle independently.
“Our idea was to prove that the

concept of parallel design and de-

velopment would quickly bring a
great product to life,” said David
Witt, also from the Eye in the Sky
team.
Developers used pre-recorded

and real-time vehicle data. At the
site, the six cars were driven by
professional drivers on a special
test track. GPS, MPG and RPM
data from cars were sent in real
time to the smartphone of the
developer sitting in the passenger
seat. Information was also sent via
the cloud to participants in the
event hall.
Riki Inuzuka, Toyota managing

officer, said: “We are seeing a
new generation of automotive en-
thusiasts emerge, one that thrives
on open innovation and connec-
tivity. Our goal with this event
was to communicate the joy of
driving to this generation, so Sili-
con Valley, as a hub for cutting-
edge IT, seemed like a natural fit.”

Development teams at work during the competition
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TAPPING THE SYNC
Mark Boyadjis takes a look at the
Ford Sync 3 infotainment platform
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After the roughly 18 month
user-centric development
process, which took engi-

neers all over the country – and
soon internationally – collecting
upwards of 22,000 pieces of direct
customer feedback, Ford is ready
to show the world what will re-
place its often criticised Sync with
MyFord Touch platform. Ford
Sync 3 will debut on model year
2016 vehicles in 2015 and be fully
deployed in North America by the
end of calendar year 2016.
This speedy rollout is designed

to re-introduce quickly and effec-
tively Sync to users all over the
world, and do so with a system
designed for simplicity, efficiency
and usability. While it carries with
it some new features over its pred-
ecessor, Sync 3 is not going to be-
come a new benchmark for flashy
wow factors. This might not win
over an Audi owner but, then
again, Ford is most interested in
taking share from Toyota, Honda
and Chevrolet. Those buyers are
less impressed with glitzy name-
brand chipsets and find more
value in something they can un-
derstand the minute they take the
keys from dealer.

User interface
The most stark contrast is the dis-
play, moreover the gui (graphic
user interface). Ford has ditched
the four corners design, instead
putting core functions such as
audio, climate, phone and naviga-
tion in functional tabs along the
bottom of the screen – only disap-
pearing on certain screens, such as
map view or rear camera view.
Ford also added an apps tab and a
settings tab to round out the six
large, high-contrast icons that
grace the “system tray” as Ford

engineers referred to it – a clear
reference to the PC world.
Other changes to the wireframe

include a maximum of four items
per page when scrolling through a
list, large tiles with 2D flat black
icons, simple text modifiers for
secondary menu selections (such
as main settings or entertainment
sources), and an on-off toggle bar
for many settings that looks as if it
was taken straight off an IPhone.
Furthermore, Ford has drasti-

cally changed up the colour
scheme. Engineers opted for a
mostly pale blue background on
nearly every menu and screen
with 3D floating light grey tiles
with dark black fonts and 2D
black icons. This looks similar in
many ways to the new gui for iOS
7, where most menus and func-
tions are black text on white back-
ground, versus white text on black
background, which MyFord
Touch offers. This is the day-
mode colour scheme and at night
the system reverses to a dark
background with white text to re-
duce driver fatigue.
Between the new gui wireframe

and the new colour scheme, it is
clear that Ford benchmarked user
experience leaders in both the au-
tomotive and consumer electron-
ics realm. Tablets and
smartphones from all major plat-
forms and manufacturers provided
a lot of input for menu structure,
colours and icon design, whereas
Chrysler’s UConnect system was
probably the inspiration for,
among other things, the system
tray design element which hosts
Sync 3’s six primary functions.

Added features
First and foremost, Ford Sync Ap-
plink is now finally available onNavigation in Sync 3

The most stark contrast in Sync 3 is the display

Entertainment sources in Sync 3

Demo kiosk for Sync 3

its top-line infotainment system –
a feature long missing from My-
Ford Touch as other OEMs added
app after app to their touch screen
infotainment platforms. Essen-
tially, this added feature brings
Sync 3 into parity with the likes of
Toyota Entune, GM MyLink,
Chrysler UConnect, Nissan Con-
nect 2 and other OEMs that have
already put at least a few apps into

their large-screen infotainment
platforms. Fortunately for Sync 3
users, because of the vast devel-
oper network it already has, they
will gain access to more app feeds
than any other OEM product on
the market today.
A new one-box search allows

users to enter addresses, cities and
branded or non-branded PoIs into
the same, initial search box, elimi-
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nating a couple of steps and pro-
viding search results on the fly as
each character is typed in. Users
can also use a similar search func-
tion via speech recognition and
the natural command structure
supplied by Nuance.
Users can search for broad terms

such as “Portland”, and the sys-
tem will bring up results that po-
tentially point to the city in
Oregon, a street in Minneapolis or
the historic Portland Malt Shoppe
in Duluth, Minnesota. Telenav, the
navigation engine supplier, pow-
ers the contextual filters which
provide results based on the com-
mand and the popular results
based on the driver’s location or
search history – all in the interest
of reducing the time and attention
required to input a destination.
There was hope that this one-

box search function would offer
results from a connected search,
possibly from Google or Yelp, but
at this juncture it does not. An-
other – somewhat minor – let-

down was that this search function
was not omnipresent. A single
search function for anything from
a radio station or a phone contact
to an album or a coffee shop
would provide the user a single
starting point for just about any
interaction with the system –
something already seen on our
smartphones.
Speaking of smartphones, Sync

3 will also come with Siri Eyes
Free. Users need only to long-
press the speech recognition but-
ton on the steering wheel, and
then the standard Siri Eyes Free
functionality is available. When
asked about Apple Carplay or An-
droid Auto, both engineering and
PR members of the Ford team
were very neutral in saying that
both were “on the roadmap” but
that Sync 3 would not include ei-
ther of them at launch. While Siri
Eyes Free is a nice added feature,
it is doubtful many consumers
will be satisfied with it, knowing
what Carplay is capable of.
In addition, Sync 3 has Wifi en-

abled sota (software over-the-air)
updates that harness the Texas In-
struments Wilink connectivity
chipset. Instead of mailing out
hundreds of thousands of USB
drives in shiny blue bubble en-
velopes to Sync 3 owners world-
wide, Ford will now enable
anything from a minor software
patch to a complete operating-sys-
tem upgrade to be pushed to own-
ers’ vehicles throughout the life of
the vehicle using nothing more
than a home Wifi network. This
allows Ford to maintain the expe-
rience of Sync 3 owners over time
without charging them, and re-
quires only minor authentications
from end users.
Ford will also enable map up-

dates from its partner Here to be
sent via the Wifi OTA platform.
However, these are not expected
to be free, and will not be avail-
able at the launch of Sync 3 in
2015.

Conclusion
It is clear that this time around,
Ford has put in the time and lis-
tened to enough customers to de-
sign, test, debug and finalise this
infotainment platform properly
before it hits the market. Accord-
ing to a couple of product man-
agers, Ford is aiming to have a
60% penetration for Sync 3
among new car sales in North
America by the time the rollout
plan is complete. This plan is am-
bitious, but possible because Ford
did not reinvent the wheel with
Sync 3.
In this short initial experience

with the system it appears much
more responsive to inputs and in
processing commands. It is clearly
more intuitive to learn and use im-
mediately. Also, it has added a
few specific features that enhance
and improve areas of entertain-
ment, user interface and safety to
help keep this platform viable and
relevant to the end of the decade,
and beyond.
Ford’s next challenge is to get

this into production, execute on
the plan it has devised, and possi-
bly retake some top spots in terms
of customer acceptance and satis-
faction – not a cake walk for a car
maker that is expected to sell al-
most seven million cars globally
in 2015.

Mark Boyadjis is senior analyst
for automotive technology at
IHS Automotive. He also took
the screen shots in this article.

Mark Boyadjis Hyundai aims to break new
ground at this month’s
Consumer Electronics

Show in Las Vegas by showing a
display audio system with no CD
player or embedded navigation
system. The high-resolution
17.8cm colour touch-screen dis-
play has been optimised for smart-
phone integrations and the latest
generation Blue Link system.
IPhone owners can use Apple

Carplay to take the familiar fea-
tures from their IPhones and put
them on the touch-screen display
while driving. Android Auto
brings the Android experience
into the car by projecting apps and
services into the system. Android
Auto is designed to make driving
safer and easier by providing the
information drivers need when
they’re on the road.
Display Audio will launch on

selected 2016 Hyundai models
and should become the car
maker’s volume head unit.
Hyundai will eventually bring the
infotainment system to all its
entry-level models to provide the
streaming multimedia.
“Hyundai will offer more tech-

nology than ever before inside af-

Hyundai breaks ground at CES
fordable Hyundai models, allow-
ing owners not only to text mes-
sage through voice commands and
stream their favourite music apps,
but also to make calls in a safer
way, and navigate using phone-
based, off-board navigation
through the car’s screen and con-
trols,” said Cason Grover, senior
group manager, cross-carline
planning, Hyundai Motor Amer-
ica. “As affordable-car buyers are
often younger, Hyundai aims to
provide what they want most in
their car – all the latest smart-
phone-enabled technologies at a
lower price.”
The system brings the smart-

phone integrations using a USB
port. Once the connection is
made, users can access their
smartphone for phone calls and
contacts, music, navigation, mes-
saging and third-party apps. Navi-
gation capability will come
through smartphone integration
and will also offer entertainment
apps for music, news, sports and
podcasts. Carplay provides third-
party audio app support, such as
Beats Music, IHeart Radio, MLB
At Bat, Spotify, Stitcher, CBS
Radio News and podcasts. An-

droid Auto’s initial app roster in-
cludes IHeart Radio, MLBAt Bat,
Spotify, Sound Cloud, Pandora,
Text Me and Whats App.
The system will also incorporate

a simple, multi-use home screen,
HD radio capability and mixed
AM, FM and Sirius XM presets.
Blue Link brings seamless con-

nectivity directly into the car with
technology such as remote start
with climate control, a monthly
vehicle health report, remote door
lock and unlock, and stolen vehi-
cle recovery.
Remote features can be accessed

via a smartphone app and the in-
ternet. Blue Link also features
maintenance alerts and the
Hyundai Assurance Car Care in-
vehicle app. The next generation
Blue Link system uses a 4G con-
nection.
Integration with Apple’s Siri-

powered eyes-free mode provides
functionality that lets owners of
compatible vehicles use the voice
command button on the steering
wheel to ask Siri questions with-
out taking their eyes off the road
There is also integration with

Google’s voice actions and pre-
dictive Google Now functionality.
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Pressure sensors
exceed AEC-Q100
Two pressure sensors that
combine high sensitivity
and strong linearity have
been introduced by
Melexis. Fully automo-
tive qualified (exceeding
AEC-Q100 require-
ments), the MLX90815
and MLX90816 are dis-
crete mems devices for
measuring absolute pres-
sure in demanding opera-
tional environments.

The MLX90815 is for
performance when deter-
mining pressures from 0
to 30bar absolute, while
the MLX90816 covers
full-scale from 30 to
50bar absolute.

Both have a maximum
deviation in their linearity
of 0.2% FS. Typical sen-
sitivity for the
MLX90815 is 1.5mV/V/
bar and for the MLX
90816 0.5mV/V/bar.

The sensor element
consists of a piezo-resis-
tive Wheatstone bridge
connected to a micro-ma-
chined silicon pressure
membrane. As pressure is
applied to the membrane,
a differential voltage
change occurs across the
outputs of the Wheatstone
bridge while a bias volt-
age is applied to the
bridge inputs.

The sensors can be sup-
ported by the company’s

sensor interface chips
such as the MLX90320 to
carry out conditioning of
the output signal. These
sensors are suitable for
various automotive pres-
sure monitoring applica-
tions, as well as industrial
process controls, domes-
tic appliances, medical
equipment and consumer
electronics gadgetry.

Each exhibiting an op-
erational temperature
range of -40 to +150˚C,
they can maintain stable
operation in harsh work-
ing conditions. The de-
vices can be employed
directly in conventional
non-corrosive and non-
aggressive media or in-
corporated into oil-filled
sensor modules to
heighten robustness.

“We are not just supply-

High-voltage anti-mois-
ture metal film resistors
with a 100ppm TCR op-
tion are available from
Stackpole Electronics.
This enables the RNV se-
ries to be used for high-
voltage requirements in
harsh environments, and
applications with low
TCR needs.

The RNV14 has a max-
imum working voltage
rating of 1600V DC and a
maximum overload volt-
age rating of 3200V DC.
In addition, it can with-
stand 50 surges of up to
7kV from a 1nF capaci-
tor.

Applications include
automotive electronics,
consumer electronics, test
equipment, data and net-
work communications,
medical equipment, high-
voltage power supplies,
and robotics

Low TCR for
high-voltage
film resistor

ing leading-edge pressure
sensors but are also back-
ing this up with an estab-
lished portfolio of
sophisticated interfacing
and signal processing ICs
to accompany them,” said
Laurent Otte, product line
manager for pressure sen-
sors.

Military LDO suits automotive use
A military MP grade ver-
sion of a high voltage,
micropower, low dropout
regulator that can deliver
20mA output is available
from Linear Technolo-
gies. The LT3014B oper-
ates with a continuous
input of 3 to 80V and
generates adjustable out-
put voltages from 1.22 to

60V with a low dropout
of 350mV, making it suit-
able for automotive, 48V
telecoms backup supplies
and industrial control ap-
plications.

A quiescent current of
7µA operating and 1µA in
shutdown make it suitable
for battery-powered
memory keep-alive sys-

tems that require optimal
run time.

For high-voltage appli-

cations that require large
input-to-output voltage
differentials, its low-pro-
file five-lead thin-sot
package makes it what is
claimed to be the smallest
80V LDO available.

The device operates
with ceramic output ca-
pacitors, with stability –
0.47µF on the output.

These external capacitors
can be used without any
series resistance. Internal
circuitry includes reverse-
battery protection, current
limiting, thermal limiting
and reverse current pro-
tection.

Operating junction tem-
perature is from -55 to
+125˚C.

With the Can-IB300/PCI
and Can-IB400/PCI,
HMS is providing two
Can cards for the PCI
bus, modularly expand-
able with up to four Can
interfaces and with driver
and tool suite support.
The Ixxat Can-IB range is
for industrial and automo-
tive applications.

Users can connect a
computer to a Can-sys-
tem for control applica-
tions and to do analysis,
configuration and trou-
bleshooting quickly.

Besides up to four high-
speed Can channels, the
low-speed Can standard
is also supported. Fur-
thermore, the interfaces
can be equipped with up
to four Lin or K-Line in-
terfaces as well as user-
specific interfaces on
request. This flexibility is
made possible by piggy-
back extensions and ex-
pansion cards.

Both cards are available
in the standard and low-
profile format and can op-
tionally be supplied with
galvanic decoupling.

While the Can-
IB300/PCI is a cost-effi-
cient passive card, the
active Can-IB400/PCI
has a 32bit microcon-
troller that enables intelli-
gent handling and active
filtering of the messages
to be sent and received on
the card. This is particu-
larly handy in applica-
tions with high demands
on data pre-processing.

The cards are supported
not only by the Ixxat
Windows driver pack-
ages, but also real-time
driver packages such as
ECI for Linux, RTX, In-
time, QNX and VxWorks.
Similarly, the Ixxat APIs
for Canopen and SAE
J1939 support the inter-
faces. For the analysis of
Can and Can-FD net-

Can cards are modularly expandable

works, the company of-
fers the Cananalyser Win-

dows-based analytical
tool.

Tools and rtos integration
LDRA has integrated its
tool suite with the next
generation Wind River
VxWorks 7 real-time op-
erating system to achieve
compliance with industry
safety- and security-criti-
cal standards. The re-
duced overhead and
support of the tool suite

for a wide range of target
architectures, regardless
of their respective foot-
prints, should ensure that
VxWorks-based systems
can be built and verified
faster and at lower cost.

The move brings soft-
ware testing capabilities
to the VxWorks platform.
It delivers object code
verification that confirms
compiler optimisations
have not inadvertently in-
troduced aberrant appli-
cation code behaviour.

The tool suite also pro-
vides the data and control
coupling analysis that is
mandated in safety- and
security-critical standards
such as DO-178C and
ISO 26262.

Aanalysis is provided
across Arm, Power PC,
and Intel architectures.
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A magnetically operated
reed proximity sensor is
suitable for PCBs where
all components are sur-
face-mounted. Designed
for high requirement ap-
plications, the MK15
from Standex-Meder
Electronics is suitable for
position-detecting in
safety components and
proximity sensors in auto-
motive, medical, tele-
coms, white goods and
industrial applications
such as meter counting
sensors, lid detectors and
alarm sensors.

Measuring 19.5 by 2.5
by 2.5mm, it suits low-
power operations, requir-
ing no external power for
sensor operation. Two
lead designs are available
– flat, straight leads for
PCB slot mounting and
flat, bent to gull-wing
SMD leads. The product
is also available in six op-
erating sensitivities.

The sensors are sup-
plied taped and reeled ac-
cording to IEC 286-3,
suitable for auto-place-
ment. The magnetic pull-
in sensitivity is divided
into several classes at
5AT steps each, begin-
ning from 10AT.

The low profile and light
weight of ST Microelec-
tronics’ latest automo-
tive-qualified high
-voltage ultrafast recti-
fiers support space-effi-
cient vehicle electronic
control modules, power
converters and motor
drives.

The rectifiers are pack-
aged as SMBFlat devices
that weigh 50mg and are
1mm thick, almost 60%
thinner than standard
2.4mm-thick SMB pack-
ages. The two-lead sur-
face-mount package is
footprint-compatible with

Rugged power inductors
Rugged power inductors
for use in automotive
electronics have been de-
veloped by TDK. The
CLF6045NI-D wire-
wound SMD power in-
ductors have high
efficiency and reliability
over a temperature range
from -55 to +150˚C.

Inductance values are
from 1.0 to 470µH (E6
series). Measuring 6.3 by
6.0 by 4.5mm, the de-
vices are available for
rated currents of 0.28 to
6.7A and have DC resist-

ance values from 1.1mΩ
to 1.3Ω. Mass production
is due to start in February
2015.

Qualified to AEC-

Q200, the devices are
made with a bonding
process for the terminals
that enables a solderless
structural design with im-

proved mechanical
strength.

Automotive applica-
tions include the power
supply circuits of engine
control modules and
ECUs for airbags, ABS
and headlights.

In addition to the 6mm
square form factor, the
company plans 5, 7, 10
and 12.5mm square
types.

They are RoHS-com-
patible and suitable for
lead-free soldering to
Jedec J-STD-020D.

Small and light rectifiers Proximity
sensor for
surface-
mounted
PCBs

standard SMB devices.
With their temperature

range of -40 to +175˚C,
the rectifiers suit automo-
tive applications and
equipment installed in
harsh environments, such
as mobile basestations
and outdoor lighting.

The ten rectifiers ini-
tially introduced have

current ratings from 1 to
3A and repetitive peak re-
verse voltage ratings from
600 to 1200V.

The family includes L-
series devices, which
have low forward voltage
for circuits requiring low
conduction losses, and R-
series devices with
shorter reverse-recovery
time. Fast reverse recov-
ery reduces switching
losses, enabling efficient
operation at a higher op-
erating frequency, which
allows the use of smaller
external inductors and ca-
pacitors.

The G101 Gigabit Ether-
net switch from MEN
Mikro comes with a
29Gbit switch matrix and
delivers high-speed com-
munications, with up to
25 Gigabit Ethernet ports
and an uplink via a
2.5Gbit SFP. The man-
aged switch conforms to
EN 50155 and is there-
fore suitable for railway
applications.

Designed for rugged
mobile communications
in harsh environments,
the switch has an operat-
ing temperature of -40 to
+85˚C.

All 25 Gigabit Ethernet
ports can be connected to
the rear or three can be
used on the front, either
as three robust M12 con-

nectors or as two RJ45
connectors and a 2.5Gbit
SFP interface. This inter-
face can be used as a
high-speed uplink via
fibre technology.

The 29Gbit switch ma-
trix incorporates different
software protocols to im-
prove speed and effi-
ciency, and the large
software pool enables
various protocols such as
security, synchronous
Ethernet and stability as
well as for temperature
needs.

It supports IEEE1588v2
on ports one to 12 and
EEE energy-efficient Eth-
ernet as a standard on all
ports.

Ring protocols, includ-
ing RSTP, MSTP, G.8031

Gigabit Ethernet switch goes by train

and G8032v2 as well as
transmission technologies
such as PB-EVC
(provider backbone Eth-
ernet virtual connection)
– which are usually just
found in the carrier grade
area – round out the fea-
tures.

The switch is fault tol-

erant and restores itself
on its own. If a link is
temporarily unavailable,
frames are sent via
backup or redundant links
spanning a tree protocol-
link aggregation avoiding
any data loss. Its built-in
test mechanisms further
enhance the reliability.

Fused high CV tantalum
SMD chip capacitors
with undertab termina-
tions are available from
AVX. The F98-AS1 de-
vices have a lead-frame-
less structure with precise
dimensions and low stress
packaging, internal thin
film fuse that protects
against short circuits, and
undertab termination
technology, which en-
ables high volumetric ef-
ficiency and high PCB
assembly density.

Available in a 0805
(2012 metric) S case with
four ratings (22µF/10V,
33µF/10V, 10µF/16V and
1µF/35V) and a 0.9mm
maximum height, the de-
vices are claimed to be
the smallest and thinnest

Undertab tantalum SMD chip capacitors

SMD fused tantalum
products on the market.

Applications are where
safety and size are a pri-
mary concern, such as in
automotive, commercial,
industrial and medical
sectors.

They are rated at
+85˚°C and are for use in
temperatures spanning
-55 to +125˚C. The series
is also lead-free compati-

ble and RoHS compliant.
Extensions in develop-

ment include a 0805
(2012 metric) case
47µF/10V capacitor and
ten capacitors in 0603
(1608 metric) M cases: a
1µF/25V component, a
1µF/20V component,
10V components rated for
2.2, 4.7, 10, 22 and 33µF,
and 16V components
rated for 1, 2.2 and 4.7µF.
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An automotive-grade
low-profile, high-current
inductor has an integrated
e-shield for reducing EMI
in the 4040 case size.

Lowering costs and
saving board space in au-
tomotive and other appli-
cations by eliminating the
need for separate board-
level shielding for the in-
ductor, the Vishay Dale
IHLE-4040DC-5A con-
tains the electric field as-
sociated with EMI in a
tin-plated copper inte-
grated shield, providing
up to -20dB of electric
field reduction at 1cm
above the centre of the in-
ductor when the inte-
grated shield is connected
to ground.

In addition, the four-ter-
minal connection – two
ground connection points
for the shield – provides
extra vibration perform-

Shield reduces inductor EMI

ance for under-the-bonnet
and chassis-mounted
electronic circuits.

With operation to
+155˚C and coplanarity
of its four terminals of
less than 100µm, the
AEC-Q200-qualified de-
vice is optimised for en-
ergy storage in DC-DC
converters and high-cur-
rent filtering for automo-

tive engine and transmis-
sion control units, diesel
injection drivers, noise
suppression for motors,
windshield wipers, power
mirrors and seats, and
HID lighting.

Built on the company’s
IHLP technology, it has a
maximum DCR from
1.66 to 178mΩ and in-
ductance values from

0.47 to 47µH. The device
provides rated currents to
30A and handles high
transient current spikes
without saturation.

Packaged in an RoHS-
compliant, 100% Pb-free
shielded construction, it
provides resistance to
thermal shock, moisture,
mechanical shock and
vibration.

An AEC-Q101 qualified
TVS diode can protect
sensitive electronic
equipment from voltage
transients induced by load
dump and other transient
voltage events. The SLD
from Littelfuse provides a
5kW (10/1000µs) or
2.2kW (load dump) peak
pulse power dissipation
rating in a standard P600
package.

Applications include
DC power protection and
ESD protection in auto-
motive electronics such
as ECU, TCU, BCM, sen-
sors and entertainment
systems, as well as in

Protection from TVS diode

other long pulse applica-
tions that require high re-
liability.

“It helps automotive
power systems to pass the
5a and 5b surge tests op-

erationally as specified by
ISO7637-2 and
ISO16750,” said Charlie
Cai, global product man-
ager at Littelfuse.

The diode meets inter-
national standards in the
automotive industry,
which makes it suitable
for protecting sensitive
automotive systems from
load dump and other tran-
sient voltage events. It is
AEC-Q101 qualified with
a junction temperature up
to +175˚C.

Uni-directional and bi-
directional polarity de-
vices provide from 10 to
60V standoff voltage.

Renesas Electronics has
developed a circuit tech-
nology for automotive in-
formation SoCs at 16nm
and beyond. Using this
technology, the company
tested the prototype of an
sram at the 16nm node as
the cache memory for
CPU and real-time image
processing blocks in an
SoC, and successfully
confirmed that this sram
operates at 641ps under
the low-voltage condition
of 0.7V.

The results of this re-
search were presented at
December’s International
Electron Devices Meet-
ing in San Francisco.

Automotive informa-
tion systems, such as car
navigation and adas, are
being designed with the
automatic driving sys-
tems of the future in
mind. As a result, there
are demands for increased
performance in aspects
such as lower voltage op-
eration and higher operat-
ing speeds in the CPU
and real-time image pro-
cessing, and the planar
mosfet devices used up to
now are said to have
reached their limits.

To address these de-
mands, the finfet uses a
finned structure to sup-
press power consumption
and increase perform-
ance. It is, however, diffi-

Sram developed at 16nm for
infotainment and adas SoCs

cult to optimise the circuit
constants and the devel-
opment of circuit design
technologies has become
an issue.

This is what prompted
Renesas to developed a
circuit technology that
lets high-speed read and
write operations be per-
formed in a stable manner
even at low operating
voltages.

The word line overdrive
method makes both high-
speed read and write op-
erations possible at low
voltages. The company
has increased the word
line voltage slightly,

adopting the so-called as-
sist circuit method, which
changes the pulse widths
during read and write.
This technique assures
adequate margins during
read-write operations and
thus achieves high-speed
read operations.

Unlike the earlier planar
mosfet, this device has
significant device-to-
device variations. Due to
the fact that an offset is
generated in the currents
that flow on the bit lines
during readout between
the centre and edge sec-
tions of memory cells
arranged in an array, cur-

rent differences occur and
it becomes no longer pos-
sible to assure adequate
sense amplifier margins.

Renesas has quantita-
tively verified this current
offset by measurement in
a prototype chip. These
measurements made it
possible to perform fine
adjustment of the circuit
so optimal operating mar-
gins could be assured.

The technology makes
it possible to achieve high
speed and stable opera-
tion, both expected to be
problematic as fabrication
process feature sizes con-
tinue to shrink.


